
G-EAZY AND MULATTO TEAM UP ON NEW SONG 
“DOWN”  

WATCH THE “DEUCE BIGALOW” INSPIRED MUSIC VIDEO OUT NOW 
WITH CAMEOS FROM ROB SCHNEIDER & MORE 

 

 
DOWNLOAD SINGLE ART HERE 

 
September 4, 2020 – Today, multi-platinum selling superstar G-Eazy is back with his latest 
anthem “Down” featuring breakout rapper Mulatto – listen here.  
 
The instant hit finds G returning to his hip-hop roots with a new bop as he continues to shine a 
spotlight to rising female rappers and artists ahead of their undeniable explosion in the music 
world. Mulatto who is fresh off of her XXL freshman cover, Queen of Da Souf album and her 
“WAP” music video cameo, delivers her bossy verse on the record. 
 
The release is accompanied by the must-watch cinematic music video where G takes a page out 
of Deuce Bigalow’s book playing off the hit film’s famed character, with a special assist from the 
movies’ star himself, Rob Schneider.  
 
The cheeky video plays off the song’s audacious lyrics and showcases a different side of G and 
his always top-notch visuals - watch here. The Reel Goats directed video includes cameos from 
Jordyn Woods, Flo Milli, and Saucy Santana.  
 
The video premiered following a YouTube Red Carpet sponsored countdown, which featured a 
live entertainment contest with a $25k cash prize going to the top 3 competitors. Fans are still 
able to cast their votes in the comment section of the official YouTube music video.  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/pzcuevqkh3v91ti/G-EAZY%20DOWN%20SINGLE%20ART.jpg?dl=0
http://smarturl.it/xDown/youtube


 
Additionally, G and Mulatto will take their fan created moniker “G-LATTO” to the streets over 
the 4 day Labor Day weekend. “G-LATTO” themed gelato trucks will be giving away free gelato 
in Atlanta, Miami, Los Angeles and San Francisco/Oakland. 
 
“Down” is a return to G’s signature hip-hop sound and also signals a shift in tone of what’s to 
come from the rapper, as he continues to tease his much anticipated fifth studio album, These 
Things Happen Too. The track follows the release of the alternative side project, Everything’s 
Strange Here, in June, which showcased G’s cross-genre capabilities and multi-faceted artistry.   
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